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52-G-15

AMALGAMATED PEAU BELLE OPTION

STURGEON LAKE, ONTARIO

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL REPORTS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The property is underlain by a series of rhyoiitic 
and andesitic volcanics which strike at 240O , dip vertically or 
very steeply to the south and face south. This sequence is 
intruded in the northern part of the claim group by diorites and 
gabbros which make irregular contacts with the volcanics.

Turam and magnetometer surveys were carried out over 
the whole property and Horizontal loop check lines were run over 
the zones of minor conductivity located by the Turam survey. 
These surveys indicated one zone (B) of low conductivity in the 
north central part of the claim group.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The geophysical surveys have indicated that Zone D 
is of sufficient interest to warrant drilling. The zone plots in 
an area where outcrops are missing. The strongest part of the 
conductor is situated at 24 4- SON on line 36 W, ostensibly in 
diorite but possibly in porphyritic rhyolite breccia which crops 
out immediately to the east and may well extend to the west 
through the area of cover. A further consideration is that the 
diorite intrusives, because of their very irregular contacts, 
could well be flat lying. The conductor Zone A could therefore 
be situated in the volcanics underlying the intrusives.



as follows:-

HOLE 
NUMBER

Two holes are therefore proposed to test Zone A

LOCATION DIP AZIMUTH LENGTH

A 23 4- OON 35 + 40W 50O

B 20 4- OON 43 4- 40W 60O

340U 

3400

400 Ft. 

500 Ft.

TO TEST 
ZONE 'A' AT

200 Ft. 

300 Ft.

Should holes l and 2 indicate significant
mineralization in rhyolites, a further two holes should be drilled 
as follows:-

HOLE 
NUMBER

C 

D

LOCATION DIP AZIMUTH LENGTH

li 

23

20N 51 4 20W 500 330O 400 Ft. 

90N 27 4 40W 500 340O 400 Ft.

TO TEST 
ZONE 'P* AT

200 Ft.
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AMALGAMATED PEAU BELLE OPTION

STURGEON LAKE, ONTARIO

SECTION l r GEOLOGY

CHRIS J. SAMPSON

1. INTRODUCTION

Mapping of the Amalgamated Beau Pelle group of claims 
commenced on the jth July and was^ completed by 27th July. The 
field party consisted of W. Penham and C. J. Sampson with three 
assistants. North-south lines had previously been cut at ^QQ-foot 
spacing^ by the Jean Alix Co. Ltd. Poth the lines and the spaces 
between the lines were walked in the course of the work i.e. the 
mapping traversed the ground on 200-foot s packings.

A Magnetometer survey of the lines on the property 
started at the same time as the geological mapping ai.d was 
succeeded by Turam electromagnetic surveys - both surveys were 
directed by D. Cross.

2 - LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Amalgamated Beau Belle group is situated
approximately l mile west of the north-western side of the narrows 
in Sturgeon Lake, i.e. some 55 miles north-east of Ignace on 
Highway 17.

Access is easily gained by driving north from Ignace 
along the Savant Lake road {Highway 599) which passes Sturgeon 
Lake at several points and a short boat trip then permits access 
to the claim group.



PAGE TWO

PREVIOUS WORK

No work is recorded against the property,in the
Ontario Department of Mines assessment work files and no evidence 
of any previous work ,on the claims was discovered during the
mapping.

4. GEOLOGY OF THE PROPERTY 

(a) Lithology

The property is underlain by a sequence of basic to 
acidic volcanics which strike at 240O to 260O and dip vertically. 
Several dioritic and gabbroic bodies intrude the volcanic sequence, 
notably in the north-west. Only low grade metamorphism is present, 
i.e. chlorite grade, hence volcanic features are still readily 
recognizable.

The rock types are described as follows: 

(i) Rhyolite Porphyry

The 2500-foot wide belt of sheared and altered 
rhyolite which strikes at approximately 240O 
across the central part of the property is light 
grey-green, pink, yellowish to creamy white, fine 
grained and sericitic. In most of the outcrops 
observed.it shows milky to clear, crystalline 
quartz eyes of about 1/10 inch diameter, fine 
disseminated pyrite and limonite staining. The 
abundant sericite in the unit, well reveals the 
shearing present (at strike angles varying from 
2200 to 2800 and vertical dips). Thus, when 
scratched, the unit appears relatively soft for a 
true rhyolite but was placed in this category be 
cause of its colour, mineralogical composition and 
because it is quartz porphyritic.

In some of the outcrops examined, angular fragments 
averaging l inch diameter and up to 2 inches in 
size occur. These are composed of white to pale 
creamy coloured rhyolite and are set in a matrix o 
similar composition.

The complete rhyolite porphyry unit is therefore 
probably a tuff.

RIO TlMTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED
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*4 - GEOLOGY OF THE PROPERTY- Continued 

(a) Lithology - Continued

(ii) The Porphyritic Rhyolite Breccia

Underlies the northern most claims of the group, 
strikes at 240O and dips vertically. The rhyolite 
is unsheared, light grey to light green, fine 
grained, hard and siliceous and contains angular 
fragments up to 3 inches diameter, of rhyolitic, 
andesitic, dacitic and dioritic composition set in 
a rhyolite matrix which contains dark quartz eyes 
up to 2 mm diameter.

The unxt is probably a fairly coarse grained tuff 
since it contains 2-3 inch fragments in most of the 
outcrops seen. The rhyolite porphyry {unit i) by 
contrast is mainly fine grained,although as 
indicated above, some coarser grained sections do 
occur.

(iii) Dacite

A minor unit of dacite crops out in the north 
western part of the claim group. The dacite is pals 
green to grey, massive, soft with calcite and 
quartz filled amygdules of 1/2 inch diameter.

(iv) Andesites

Occurring in both the north-western and south 
eastern parts of the group are fine grained, grey- 
green to dark green, massive andesites.

Although pillow structures were observed at three 
locations in the southwestern unit, at only one of 
these (on the southern boundary) were they suffi 
ciently developed to permit way up to be determined. 
Tops and dip at 85O are to the south.

The andesites frequently exhibit calcite alteration 
and pyrite.

RIO TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED
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- GEOLOGY OF THE PROPERTY - Continued

(a) Lithology - Continued 

(v) Intrusives

Much of the northern and northwestern part of the 
property (i.e. claims 246538, 246453, 246454, 
246455) is; underlain by complex intrusives which 
have irregular, deeply embayed contacts with the 
country rocks. The intrusive.', are readily sub 
divisible into gabbroic and dioritic parts. 
Gabbroic sections are massive, coarse grained and 
dark green while diorite members vary from medium 
grained, dark and hornblendic to quite coarse 
grained quartz-rich material

The irregular contacts of the intrusives indicate 
a generally flat dip.

The diorite body,,which trends east-west across the 
southern central part of the claim block, varies 
from a medium to fine grained, grey-green, is 
massive and uniform in composition. In a few 
localities it carries small pyrite cubes diss 
eminated along joint planes.

(b) Structure

In the southeastern part of the claim group, strike 
of the rhyolite/andesite contact is 240O to 250O while the strike
of the northern contact of the rhyolite is 2300 to 240 The
change in strike direction is probably caused by thinning of the 
rhyolite unit to the southwest.

The pillows found on the property, and consideration 
of 'way up' features present in the general area of the Amalgamated 
Beau Belle group, indicate tops to the south. Thus, the southern 
contact of the rhyolite unit is the upper contact. There is no 
evidence to suggest that the sequence is other than monoclinal.

Faulting is apparently largely absent although the 
east-west trending diorite in the extreme southern part of the 
claims has caused repetition of the rhyolite/andesite contact, 
probably by 'push apart 1 but possibly by faulting.

RIO TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED
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4. GEOLOGY OF THE PROPERTY - Continued 

(c) Economic Geology

No mineralization, other than disseminated pyrite, 
was noted during the course of the mapping.

5. REFERENCE MAPS AND REPORTS

Ontario Department of Mines

"Geological Report No. 24, 'Metionya Lake Area by 
D. P. Rogers'. .

Sioux Lookout - Armstrong Sheet (Map 2169) 

Minnitaki-Sturgeon Lake Sheet, Preliminary Map P.353 

Geological Survey of Canada

Aeromagnetic Survey Series at l Inch to l Mile, 
Map 1117G, "Bell Lake".

c.
Toronto, Ontario 
September 16, 1970. C. J. Sampson.

RIO TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED
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AMALGAMATED BEAU BELLE OPTION

STURGEON LAKE. ONTARIO

SECTION 2: GEOPHYSICS

H. FECKMANN

SUMMARY

A "Turam 1 ^electromagnetic suyvey carried out during 
1^70. over the optioned claims of Amalgamated Beau Belle

Mines did not indicate any major conductive zones.

The Magnetometer survey over the same line
indicated generally active magnetic changes over intrusives, and 
also mapped andesites, while the rhyolites are outlined by lesser 
magnetic intensities.

Several positive magnetic linears are interpreted as 
crosscutting dykes.

The results of both the Turam and Magnetometer surveys 
were discussed with Or. Posschart of Scintrex Limited who confirmed 
our interpretation.

Correlating data from the Turam E. M. and later 
horizontal loop check survey, a minor anomaly is apparent on 
line 36 west at 2400 north. Turam only, extends this anomaly on 
line 40 west at 22 -f 50 north.

Horizontal loop E. M. does not correlate with an
additional Turam anomaly just north of ABC Lake on lines 24 and 
28 west.



Seven

CONCLUSION

One of the two Turam anomalies was confirmed by 
horizontal loop E.M.

Magnetic data suggests a positive magnetic anomaly 
associated with the confirmed zone thought to be in a favourable 
geological setting.

REG OMMENDATION S

It is recommended to test the E.M. anomaly by
diamond drilling to intercept the zone at 36 west - 2400 feet 
north at a vertical depth of 150 feet.

DISCUSSION OF GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS 

Instrumentation

The Tu.ram E. M. s u r ve v^ employing the j; E 700 was run 
whenever possible off transmitter loops 2,000 x 4,000 feet square, 
with smaller areas on 2,000 x 2,000 feet loops.

the survey.
Eight hundred cycles was the main frequency throughout

An area, returning minor electromagnetic conduction 
is located north-west of ABC Lake.

The maqnefotnp.t-py SUrvev was run with an Askania^ 
torsion magnetometer.

as dykes.
Several crosscutting magnetic linears are interpreted

A horizontal loop E.M. check survey over "Turam*
anomalies employed the SE 600 unit with a coil separation of 200 
feet.

SURVEY RESULTS

Zone A - Located on lines 24 and 28 west, north of 
ABC Lake. This zone has minor positive phase ratios and correlates 
with a positive quadrature.

This anomaly was not detected by the horizontal loop 
survey and. has no direct magnetic correlation.

RIO TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED
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.SURVEY RESULTS - Continued

Zone B - Turam anomalies on lines 40 and 44 west are 
in the vicinity of a strong magnetic anomaly, (dyke). Permeability 
of the magnetic anomaly could account for the turam conductivity 
on these lines.

The anomaly on line 36 west at 24 + 50 north
indicates a shallow source, quite removed for the magnetics; this 
correlates with the horizontal loop E. M. anomaly at 2400 north, 
offset by 50 feet. The horizontal loop E.M. indicates a shallow, 
flat lying source.

Zone C - A weak zone only, or better, an indication 
can be traced from line 48 west at 15 * 50 north, through line 
52 west at 12 -f 50 north, to line 56 west at 10 -f 50 north.

A one line anomaly on the Turam E.M. located on line 
44 west at 10 4- 50 north correlates with a topographical feature 
and is considered to be instrumental.

Several positive phase ratios in an area south of the 
baso line on lines O to 24 west correlate with above normal 
quadratures and are indicative of overburden conduction in a 
swampy section of the property and are considered of no interest.

Toronto, Ontario 
September 16, 1970. H. Beckmann

RIO TlriTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED



APPENDIX

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

MODEL SE 600 ELECTROMAGNETIC UNIT 

The SE 600^ is a moving source electromagnetic unit

capable of measuring In-Phase and Out-of-Phase components at coil

separations up to 300 feet.

Readings are recorded at 100-foot stations with the

reference point midway between the two coils.

A typical anomaly due to a sub-surface conductor will
*

consist of a decrease in the In-Phase reading and a negative Out-of- 

Phase reading.

As a horizontal loop unit, both coils are moved along a 

line, preferably cut across the strike of the formation. Penetration 

is approximately one half of the coil separation.

A simple conversion enables the operator to employ the 

SE 600 as a vertical loop unijt. With this method the receiver and 

transmitter can be run (a) in line (b) on parallel lines 400 feet 

apart and (c) with the transmitter stationery and the receiver moving 

on adjacent lines and up to 800 feet away. This increases the depth 

penotration considerably. Readings are recorded in degrees of de 

flection and interpretation is comparable to other vertical loop units.

The SE 600 is "battery powered and operates on 1600 cps.

Horizontal loop data are plotted in per cent (?6) In-Phase 

and Out-of-Phase signal while the vertical loop results are plotted
*

in degree; ( o ) of deflection resulting in crossovers over electro 

magnetic conduction.
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TURAM SURVEYS

The turam method can be classified as a fixed source 
compensation electromagnetic method.

The primary or source field consists of a large
energized layout {4,000 x 2,000 feet) in the form 01 a large loop 
laid out on the terrain, to which an audio frequency alternating 
current is fed by means of a motor generator. The resulting 
current pattern is investigated inductively with two identical 
receiving coils connected to a bridge compensator which compares 
the signal received in each coil in relative phase and amplitude.

The relative strength of the undisturbed primary
field is dependent on the loop dimensions and the location of the 
observation points and can be determined by calculation.

The measured field strength ratios are normalized 
through division by these calculated free space ratios.

The primary field causes eddy currents to flow in 
subsurface conductors. As a result, the field will be distorted 
in both amplitude and phase. The presence of conductors will thus 
be indicated by abnormal field strength ratios and phase differences.

A Sharpe Instruments Turam E.M. Unit, Model SE 700 with 
variable frequencies was employed throughout the survey.
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APPENDIX

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

Magnetometer Survey

An Askania torsion magnetometer, Serial No. 580649 

was employed during the survey. It has a range of 250.000 

gammas, a scale constant of 250 gammas and can be read to an 

accuracy of +- 5 gammas^ The survey has been tied in about 

every hour to check stations and day to day variations, and 

diurnal drifts have been corrected. The zero point is arbi 

trary and has been chosen for better illustration of the data 

which is plotted in profile or in the form of contours.
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APPENDIX I

Claim Schedule

The Y1.Q claim group is optioned to Rio Tinto
Canadian Exploration Limited as per agreen-ent dated 20 February, 
1970.

Claims are owned by:-

* Amalgamated Peau Belle Mines Ltd., 
287 Rj.chmond Street East, 
Toronto l, Ontario.

Claim dates are. as follows:-

GLAIM
i

PA'246444 
P.46445 
'2*16446 
2/16447 
2fJ6448
246449
2.46450 
2-46451 
2;46452 
246453 
-";1464 54 
IM6455

PA l : 46461 
2 46462

PA 2 46535 
2 46536 
2 46537 
2 46538

EXPIRY DATE

November 24, 1070
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970
November 24, 1970

November 24, 1970 
November 24, 1970

November 14, 1970
November 14, 1970
November 14. 1970
November 14, 1970



APPENDIX II

DISTRIPUTION OF ASSESSMENT WORK

Work is submitted under special provision., for 
submission of geological and geophysical surveys, Ontario 
Department of Mines dated October 16, 1967.

Geological Survey and Line cutting_________- 40 days per claim 
Geophysical Su,ryeys, (Turam and Magnetometer) - 40 days per claim

BREAKDOWN

Line Cutting

Geology

Geophysics

Jean Alix Company Limited, 
P. O. Pox 910, 
Val d'Or, Quebec 
Telephone 824-4060

Chris J. Sampson,
Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Limited,
144, 8th Street,
Noranda, Quebec.

H. Beckmann,
1086 Albertson Crescent,
Port Credit, Ontario.



SPECIAL PROVISION 

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS

Type of Survey. MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
A separate form Is required lor each type of survey

Chief Lin" Cutter or Contractor——________~_____________________________________
Nome Address

,H. Beckmann. 1086 Albertson Crescent., Port Credit, OntParty C hie J . 

Consultant ......
Some Addreis

Nan Address

COVERING DATES Line Cutting .

Field GaoJtigjcnr 

Office ———

June 7 - July 31, 1970

Sept. 15-16, 1970

INSTRUMENT DATA Make, Model and Type ASKANT A TORSION MAflNETOMF/TRR 

Scale Constant or Sensitivity ———————————.—^———————-—..——.—.
Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer"s brochure.

.

Total Numticr of Stations Within Claim Group 976 -Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group-

ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS REQUESTED Geological Survey- .Days per Claim

Geophysical Survey-jri:—— Days per Claim

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED

____PA 246444, 246445, 246446, 246447, 246448, 246449, 246450.

____ 246451, 246452, 246453, 246454, 246455, 246461, 246462, 

246535, 246536, 246537, 246538.

tob e r 16 , 1970

TOTAL

SIGNED

18 Claims

Special provision credits do not apply to Radiometric Surveys.
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*" SPECIAL PROVISION

\ ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS 

Type of .Wv.y HORIZONTAL LOOP E. M.
A separate form Is required for each type of survey

Chief Line Cutter or Contractor-——-———————.——-——-—--—-——-—-———-——-—-——.
Nome Address

Party Chief H. Beckmann, 1086 Albertson Crescent, Port Credit, Ont.
Nome Address

Consultant _________________________________.__________________________ .
None Address

COVERING DATES Line Cutting ___________I-———-———————-—..-—...-.™.

Field Gi5*kigyOfr Geophysics ————--July 6 - 10, 1970————————

Office __________________Sept, 15 - 16, 1970——————-

INSTRUMENT DATA Make, Model and Type _________S - E - 6 QO

Scnle Constant or Sensitivity ————————————————————————————..——-—
Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer's brochure.

^..-i——.—————————~. - j, i /'{'f*} r S-

(2 readings at each station)
Total Number of Stations Within Claim Group * J"___Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group.

ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS REQUESTED Geological Survey_______Days per Claim

o r\ Geophysical Survey—.ri!— Days per Claim

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED
246451, 246552, 246453, 246454.

TOTAL _____4 Claims

nATp October 16. 1970______________ SIGNED

Special provision credits do not apply to Radiometric Surveys.



Type of Survey-

SPECIAL PROVISION 

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAIL

TURAM E.M. GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
A aeporate form Is required (or each typ* of survey

Chief Line Cutter or Contractor

Part

Nome A ddress
Chief H* Peckmann , 1086 Albertson Crescent, Port Credit, Ontario.

Mom* Address

Consultant
Name

COVERING DATES Line Cutting

Field GtXk^or Geophysics 

Office

Address

7 - July 31. 1970

Sept. l - 16, 1970.

INSTRUMENT DATA Make, Model and Type S ' E ' 7 0Q

Scale Constant or Sensitivity —————————.—-——-—--——-—--
Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer" s brochure.

(2 Readings at each station)
Total Number of Stations Within Claim Group " J 4 Nnmrx-r of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group-

ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS REQUESTFID Geological Survey Days per Claim

Geophysical Survey —— 20 — Days per Claim 

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED

____ PA 246444, 246445, 246446, 246447. 246448, 246449, 246450, 

_______ 246451. 246452. 246453, 246454, 246455, 246461. 246462,

246535,, 246536, 246537, 246538. _____________________

PATE October 16, 1970

TOTAL

SIGNED

18 Claims

Special provision crt'V 'o not apply to Radiometric Surveys,



SPECIAL PROVISION 

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS

Type of Survey GEOLOGICAL

Chic f Line Cutter or

____________________
A srparat* (crm is required (or each type ol survey

JEAN ALIX COMPANY LTD. P.O.Box 910, Val D'Or, Quebec
Norn* Address

pRftv chief ___ Chris J. Sampson. 144 8th Street, Noranda, Quebec
Kame Addroas

Consultant
Addrea*

COVT.HING DATES Line r..t,;ng May 30 - June 12, 1970

Field Geology or Geophysics July 7-27, 1970 

Office _______________Sept. 10-16. 1970

INSTRUMENT DATA Make, Model and Type .

Scale Constant or Sensitivity ——™—————————————————
Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer's brochure.

Totnl Number of Stations Within Claim Group . -Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group~—~.i-iL

ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS REQUESTED Geological Survey——3-Q——Days per Claim 

Geophysical Survey————— Days per Claim

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED

__....PA 246444. 246445. 246446. 246447. 246448. 246449 f 2464SQ, 2464S1 

__246452, 246453, 246454, 246455. 246461. 246462. 246535. 246536 

246537, 246538.

18 claims

DATK — October 16, 1970

Spe'cinl provision credits do not apply to Rndiomctric Surveys.
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PROJECTS SECTION DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AfKAIRS PUP-

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS

Recorder Holder 

Township or Area

Rip. Tinto .Canadian. Exploration. .Company Limited 

Sixmile Lake Area

Type of Survey and number of 
Assessment Days Credits per claim

GEOPHYSICAL AirborneC] Ground H 

Magnetometer......,........?.Q.................days

Electromagnetic............?.Q.................days

Radiometric....... .............................days

GEOLOGICAL.....................ML..............days

GEOCHEMICAL........................................days

SECTION 84 (14)......................................days

Special Provision [XJ Man days |_j

NOTICE OF INTENT TO BE ISSUED

Credits have been reduced because of 
partial coverage of claims.

[ j Credits hnve been reduced because of 
corrections to work dates and figures of 
applicant.

[~| NO CREDITS have been allowed for the 
following mining ciiiims as they weie not 
sufficiently covered by the survey:

Mining Claims

PA. 246444 to 55 Inclusive 

246461 - 62 

246535 to 38 Inclusive

MOTEg Mining Claims

PA. 246451 to 54 Inclusive 
are also each entitled to an 
additional geophysical (electro- 
magnetic) credit of 20 days for 
a Horizontal Loop check survey.

r/it Mining (lecordcr injy reduce the ebtivo credits if nrcnury " ' oriiti ili.it the total number 
ol approved lucfsr ~nt d*yt recvdvtl on (we/) c laim ilm-* not fxctvti the nuxunmn illotvitJ as 
follows: Ctophyficitl - 80; Caolorj'Ciil -40; Ceochftnical - 40;___________________



2.127

/.REA CODE- f] 6 //l&fA W HITNEY BLOCK.
TELEPHONE- 3 65-6918 ~.——.~

u.'-:cs;o i J? ON;

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS

March 29th. 1971.

Mr. W. A. Buchan, 
Mining Recorder, 
Court House, 
Sioux Lookout, Ontario.

Ro: Mining Claims PA. 246^44 et al, 
Sixmile Lake Area. File Ho. 2.127

Dear Sir:

The Geophysical (Magnetometer and Electromagnetic) and 
Geological assessment work credits as shown on the 
attached list have been approved as of the date above. 
Please inform the recorded holder and so indicate on 
your records.

Yours very truly,

Fred W. totthews, 
Supervisor, 
Projects Section.

c. c. Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Ltd. 
120 Adelaide St. \l. t 
Toronto. Ontario.

c. c. Mr. H. L. King,
Resident Geologist, 
BOB Robertson Streets,
Kenora, Ontario

treets, 
, f

FWM/rar



AREA] 
TELEP*

L- 807i- 737-2100

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS
MINING LANDS BRANCH 

Off ICE OF THE MINING RECORDER

Box 669
Sioux Lookout, Ontario
November 10, 1970

NOTIFICATION OF RECORDING 
OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS

Fred W. Matthews, 
Supervisor, Projects Section, 
Ontario Department of Mines, 
Whitney Block, 
Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Date of Recording of Work . . . . . . . . . . . .99****?.!?* .
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